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Schedule Description

Sessions

Sessions will have 3 components, Intros including interviews and fun, worship and teaching. 
Each session will be hosted on a platform called Hopin and also available to watch on YouTube. I will 
send out invites for each participant and/or group to log into Hopin. This platform allows everyone to 
engage SOAR like a conference with different session rooms, and a stage space for main sessions. 
This will also make the livestream much more stable. Check out Hopin (https://hopin.com)

Team Time This is a time for you to process the teaching and experiences with your SOAR team. You can 
choose how best your group can engage this time if it is in person, outdoors, by zoom, etc.

Leader Mtg
We want to stay connected with each of the leaders and support you as you support your team. 
The Leader Meeting times will be to connect with you and see how we can be supporting and praying 
for your team. This will also be a place of encouragement from other team leaders. We will have a 
space during these meetings to give any updates for the upcoming day.

Learning Tour

The learning tour is meant to expose your group to the spiritual and physical needs right here in 
Winnipeg. This will look very different from what it has in past years. There will be a guided walking tour 
for your group where you will have different stops in Winnipeg's North End and be able to read stories 
and spend time praying for different communities. The other component this year will be a gamified 
simulation of someone who has gone to prison and then been released. You will be given a package 
with all the information to be able to take your group on your own through the Learning Tour. 

Meal Times

This year will just be a day camp from your own location so you have the choice of how you want to 
handle meals. We have a chef that is willing to prepare all lunches and suppers for your group if you 
want. This portion will cost about $75/person for the full 5 days. Another option would be to have your 
participants just bring a bag lunch and someone from your church provide supper. If you want to order 
pizza for all meals feel free :)

Devotionals
This will be a simplified version of sessions with space and time for participants to reflect and 
share. This will be done on zoom and we recommend that all participants would join from their own 
homes so that individuals can each have a chance to share and interact with the broader SOAR 
community in small breakout groups.

Workshops
There will be a mixture of live (Hopin) and prerecorded (YouTube) workshops this year. You will receive 
a list with descriptions so you can choose what ones you want to attend. You can do this as a group or 
as individuals.

Prayer
We will arrange a prayer time either through zoom or in person with your team where we will have an 
intercessory team pray for each of you individually. In this space we want to take some intentional time 
to listen to God's voice together in community and be able to encourage one another.

Ministry Day
We hope that you might have a preference for ministry already that will fit into the larger ministry and 
outreach of your church. If you are wanting we can help you arrange this ministry. We have a list of 
ministry opportunities that our team would recommend and can work in this season.


